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PSA-RSSO CAR organized significant events for the year that
include Training on Disaster-Related Statistics Framework to
capacitate staff on Environment Statistics; Poster-making and
essay-writing contests for the Junior High School students in
Baguio City in celebration of the Civil Registration Month; Mine
Visit at the Philex Mining Corporation Padcal Operations, Tuba,
Benguet as immersion activity of the PSA and ENRA TWG for
the preparation of CAR Asset Accounts for Mineral Resources
2004-2016; Region-wide activities in celebration of the 29th
National Statistics Month such as Infographics Exhibit on
various statistics of CAR; Outreach Program of the Regional
Staff which benefited children/youth in conflict with the law at
the DSWD Regional Rehabilitation Center for Youth (RRCY) in
Baguio City.

MESSAGE FROM THE
REGIONAL DIRECTOR
“Healthy PSA, Happy PSA” – as the theme for
this year’s success strategy goes, I believe that
at the heart of PSA-RSSO CAR’s success is a
healthy team, a strong team comprising healthy
individuals with passion, drive and enthusiasm
- these are what propel us to achieve our prime
vision of being solid, responsive and worldclass.
These are well-manifested by our remarkable
accomplishments and successes which
this 2018 Annual Report confirms - a sheer
indicator of our persistent effort and unswerving
commitment while standing firm on our core
values.
2018 has been a very busy year for PSA-RSSO
CAR - busy creating linkages, participating in
various activities, seeking public perception,
not to mention, of course, the steadfast delivery
of statistical products and civil registration services. We have organized events aimed to
apprise the public and stakeholders about our thrusts. We also participated in fora and
summits, tackling issues and concerns in the realm of PSA’s mission. And our staff attended
various seminars, trainings and workshops that strenghtened their capacity.
The year also upheld the rigours of the Quality Mangement System (QMS) processes as we
journeyed towards the ISO 9001:2015 certification. More than ever, we are wary about our
commitment, transparency and responsibility.
With the unwavering dedication and the persistent commitment of this throng of healthy
and happy individuals, as well as the continued trust and support of our partners and
stakeholders, I have no doubt that the coming year will be just as cheerful and healthy and
the achievements will be even greater.

VILLAFE P. ALIBUYOG
Regional Director
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THE PHILIPPINE
STATISTICS
AU THORI TY
QUALI TY POLICY
We, the Philippine Statistics Authority, commit to
deliver relevant and reliable statistics and efficient civil
registration services to our clients and stakeholders.
We adhere to the UN Fundamental Principles
of Official Statistics in the production of quality
general-purpose statistics and commit to deliver civil
registration services in accordance with the laws, rules
and regulations, and other statutory requirements.
We endeavor to live by the established core
values and corporate personality of the PSA
and adopt the appropriate technology in the
development of our products and delivery of services.
We commit to continually improve the effectiveness of
our quality management system to ensure equitable
development towards improved quality of life for all.

MISSION

Deliver relevant, reliable statistics and
civil registration services for equitable
development towards improved quality
of life for all

VISION

Solid, responsive, world-class
authority on quality statistics and
civil registration
2

CORE VALUES
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CORPORATE
PERSONALI TY
PROFESSIONALISM

ETHICAL, EXPERT, COMPETENT, DEPENDABLE, COMMITTED
TO EXCELLENCE

RESPONSIVE

CUSTOMER FOCUSED, ACTIVE LISTENER, PROACTIVE, COMMUNICATOR

INNOVATIVE

MODERN, TECHNOLOGICALLY ADEPT, SYSTEM VIEW, THINKING OUT OF THE BOX,

STRATEGIC THINKER

LONG-TERM VIEW, WORKING SMART, GAME CHANGER, FUTURITY OF
PRESENT DECISIONS

MOTIVATED

VALUES PEOPLE, PROMOTES WELFARE, PROMOTES PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT,
SOUND HR POLICY

STATISTICAL
OPERATIONS
HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS
AGRICULTURAL WAGE RATE SURVEY
The Agricultural Wage Rate Survey (AWRS) is one of the regular
surveys conducted by the Philippine Statistics Authority which
aims to generate estimates of average wage rates of agricultural
farm workers, specifically for the four (4) main crops: palay, corn,
coconut, and sugarcane. This is to establish basis for computing
the average wage rate in agriculture. Statistics on wage rates are
useful inputs in investment decisions, policy making, and program
formulation related to the agriculture sector.

BACKYARD LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY SURVEY
The country needs to develop agriculture at a pace necessary
to meet the food requirements of the fast-growing population. It
has become necessary to use current agricultural statistics that
will help present an accurate picture of the expected supply and
consumption requirements of the people, particularly of meat
products. The Backyard Livestock and Poultry Survey (BLPS)
seeks to provide if but partially, such information.
The data obtained from this survey would not only be important
from the point of view of the national economy but also from that
of the farmer. The government should have available accurate
information with which to anchor its major agricultural policy
decisions of which the farmers are the ultimate beneficiaries. For
instance, a decision on whether to import or export livestock and
poultry products has its effects not only on the national economy
but also on the individual farmer. Such national decision will
directly affect the raising and trading decisions of livestock and
poultry raisers in the country.
The BLPS aims to generate primary data on inventory/
population and supply and disposition of animals from backyard
farms.

CONSUMER EXPECTATIONS SURVEY
The Consumer Expectations Survey (CES) is a survey on the
consumers’ assessment of their financial situation, the economic
condition of the country and the overall performance of the
government. It is undertaken in collaboration with the Bangko
Sentral ng Pilipinas in 56 provinces representing all regions except
ARMM.
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CROPS PRODUCTION SURVEY
The conduct of the Crops Production Survey
(CrPS) captures the data on volume of
production, area planted/harvested and
number of bearing trees. It covers three
commodity groups, namely, non-food and
industrial crops, fruit crops and vegetables
and root crops. The commodity coverage by
province differs and depends on what each
produce.

MONTHLY PALAY AND CORN
SITUATION REPORT
The Monthly Palay and Corn Situation Report
(MPCSR) is a monthly follow-up survey to
monitor palay and corn situation and update
Palay and Corn Production Survey forecasts.
It is being conducted during the first five
days of February, March, May, June, August,
September, and November.

FARM PRICES SURVEY
The monthly Farm Prices Survey (FPS) collects
prices of crops and backyard livestock and
poultry commodities at the first point of sale,
which is conducted during the last ten days of
the month.

NATIONAL MIGRATION SURVEY
The National Migration Survey (NMS) is
the first nationwide survey on migration in
the Philippines. The NMS aims to provide
information on the mobility of Philippine
population in order to assist policymakers
and program managers in evaluating and
designing strategies for improving services
and assistance to people going abroad of
moving within the country.

FISHERIES PRODUCTION SURVEYS
The surveys aim to generate data on
volume and value of fish catch, aquaculture
production and value by aquafarm type, by
species, by quarter at the national, regional,
and provincial levels.

PALAY AND CORN STOCKS SURVEY
The Palay and Corn Stocks Survey (PCSS)
is conducted monthly, which aims to gather
information on the current level of stock
being maintained by farming and non-farming
households, as of the first day of the month.

LABOR FORCE SURVEY/
FAMILY INCOME AND EXPENDITURE
SURVEY
The Labor Force Survey (LFS) is a quarterly
statistical activity that the office undertakes
during the months of January, April, July and
October. LFS is a nationwide quarterly survey
of households which gathers the demographic
and socio-economic characteristics of the
population. Narrative reports, data files and
supervisor’s forms were submitted before the
due dates.

In CAR, PCSS is being conducted for
households only. It covers 55 barangays in the
region. For this round, the farming households
consist of 488 samples and 219 samples for
non-farming.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION
The Unified Socio-Economic Classification
(1SEC) of Households is a partnership
between the Marketing and Opinion Research
Society of the Philippines, the University of
the Philippines School of Statistics and the
PSA which aims to complete the field test of
the 1SEC instrument and system. The survey
was a rider to the October 2018 LFS using the
Computer Aided Personal Interviewing (CAPI)
and used one replicate of the 2013 Master
Sample.

The Family Income and Expenditure Survey
is a rider survey to LFS that gathers data on
family income, sources of income, family
expenditure levels and patterns of households
across the country. It also determines the
income distribution, levels of living and
spending patterns and the degree of inequality
among families. The survey also provides
benchmark information to update the weights
used in the estimation of Consumer Price
Index and provides inputs in the estimation of
the country’s poverty threshold and incidence.
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CENSUS AND SAMPLING FRAME
GEOTAGGING OF BUILDING
STRUCTURES
Geotagging is the process of the creating
vector data by marking building structures in
the selected areas as points in the digitized
maps. Along the with the creation of points
for the building structures, the association
or attribution of geographical information to
these points, which includes addresses of
buildings, building type, and pictures, among
others, is also done simultaneously as the
Map Data Collector marks the identified
building structures.
UPDATING OF THE LIST OF
ESTABLISHMENTS
The 2018 Census of Philippine Business
Industry (CPBI) Phase I or the 2018 Updating
of the List of Establishments (ULE) involves
comprehensive updating thru door-todoor canvassing and conduct of inquiry on
the status and basic characteristics of the
establishments listed in the Statistical Business
Register (SBR) and to add information for new
establishments or those which are not yet
listed in the SBR. This is undertaken primarily
to provide an updated and reliable frame
for the establishment and enterprise-based
surveys and census, specifically the upcoming
2018 CPBI. The enumeration period started
last April 16 and will be finished on the second
week of July 2018.

COMPILATION OF DATA FROM
SLAUGHTERHOUSES AND POULTRY
DRESSING PLANTS
The Compilation of Data from Slaughterhouses
and Poultry Dressing Plants (CDSPDP) is one
of the regular activities of the Livestock and
Poultry Statistics Division. This is done in
order to provide statistics on the number of
animals slaughtered in slaughterhouses and
birds dressed in poultry dressing plants. The
data generated from this activity will serve as
data check in the validation of livestock and
poultry production.

ESTABLISHMENT-BASED
SURVEYS
ANNUAL SURVEY OF PHILIPPINE
BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY/
SURVEY ON INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
The Annual Survey of Philippine Business
and Industry (ASPBI) aims to collect and
generate information on the levels, structure,
performance and trends of economic activities
of the formal sector of the entire country for
the year 2016. The Survey on Information and
Communication Technology (SICT) on the
other hand, served as a rider survey which
aims to collect and generate information
on the availability, distribution and access/
utilization of ICT among establishments in the
country.

COMMERCIAL LIVESTOCK AND
POULTRY SURVEY

ADMINISTRATIVE-BASED
STATISTICS

The CLPS aims to generate primary data
on inventory/population and supply and
disposition of animals from commercial farm.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION SURVEY
This survey involves the collection of data
on new construction, addition, alteration
and repair of residential and non-residential
buildings and other structures undertaken
through the approved building permits
submitted by Local Building Officials (LBO).

The survey aims to generate information on the
following: (1) Number of livestock and poultry
received/placed in the farm: (2) Disposition of
livestock and poultry by intention and by area
of destination; (3) Current egg production,
disposition and destination for duck and
chicken; and (4) Average weight per head of
livestock/poultry disposed.

LABOR TURNOVER SURVEY
The Labor Turnover Survey (LTS) is a spin off from the Employment,
Hours and Earnings Survey (EHES) which was conducted from 1987
to 2002 by the former Bureau of Labor and Employment Statistics
(BLES).
The LTS aims to provide quarterly trend statistics on labor turnover
and existing job vacancies as indicators of labor market activity
and general business situation of the country. This provides the
government and the private sector a complete picture of labor
demand and job turnover as inputs to decision making and policy
formation.

RETAIL PRICE SURVEY
The main objective of the Retail Price Survey is to implement a
comprehensive and responsive marketing information system for
unprocessed agricultural commodities which are traded in major
local/provincial market centers as well as in strategic markets
throughout the country. Data collection varies from market to market
depending upon the operation of the markets covered.

CIVIL REGISTRATION AND
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
T

he Philippine Statistics Authority
(PSA) implemented increases in fees
in acquiring civil registry documents
effective 2 February 2018. The new
fee for the request of birth, marriage,
and death certificates is Php 155.00
per copy; while the Certificate of No
Marriage (CENOMAR) costs Php 210.00
per copy.

NEW FEES FOR
COPIES OF
CIVIL REGISTRY
DOCUMENTS

The increase in fees is pursuant to
Section 12 of Bureau of Internal Revenue
(BIR) Revenue Regulations No. 4-2018,
“Rules and Regulations Implementing
the Documentary Stamp Tax (DST) Rate
Adjustment under Republic Act No.
10963, Otherwise Known as the Tax
Reform for Acceleration and Inclusion
(TRAIN) Law.”

descendants, guardian or institution
legally in-charge of him/her, if minor. In
case of the document owner’s death,
such documents including the COD, can
be issued to the nearest kin.
Civil registration concerns may either be
expressed personally through PSA-CAR
office or be sent through electronic mail at
PSA-RSSO CAR e-mail addresses (psa.
crs.baguio.city@gmail.com, crasd_psa_
car@yahoo.com, or psacordillera@
yahoo.com.ph).

The PSA-RSSO CAR continues to
implement the policy in releasing of Civil
Registry Documents to its customers
which took effect on 17 May 2017. As
mandated under Presidential Decree
No. 603, Article 7 (Non-disclosure of
Birth Records) and Memorandum No.
2017-050 issued by the Civil Registrar
General in compliance to Republic Act
No. 10173 also known as the “Data
Privacy Act of 2012”, Civil Registry
Documents namely Certificate of
Death (COD), Certificate of Marriage
(COM), CENOMAR, and Advisory on
Marriages (AOM) can only be issued
to the document owner or through a
duly authorized representative, the
document owner’s spouse, parent, direct
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Customer Satisfaction Survey
ustomer Satisfaction Survey (CSS) is conducted on a quartrely basis to clients of the
C
Census Serbilis Center-Baguio City, PSA-RSSO CAR. The surveys for the First and
Second Quarters of 2018 were administered during the second month of each quarter to
500 respondents. However, since the PSA-RSSO CAR was awarded the ISO 9001:2015 in
2018, the surveys for the Third and Fourth Quarters of 2018 were conducted during the last
month of the prevail quarters, particularly on the 2nd week, and with only 150 respondents.

The clients of the Census Serbilis Center Baguio City were generally satisfied throughout
the year. Satisfaction level was highest during
the December survey with 96.0%, followed
by September with 79.3%, and February with
73.0%. The May 2018 survey recorded the lowest
satisfaction rate with 56.0%.

LEVEL OF SATISFACTION

POINT OF SALE

MOST REQUESTED CIVIL
REGISTRY DOCUMENTS

The majority of clients were served during the
Second Quarter of 2018 accounting for 32.4% of
the total clients served throughout the year. This
was followed by the third and first quarters with
26.5% and 22.1% of the total requests served,
respectively in 2018. Meanwhile, the last quarter
of the year had the least number of clients with
19.0% share to the total clients served during the
year.

MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE

13.3%
76.7%

BIRTH CERTIFICATE

CERTIFICATE OF NO
MARRIAGE (CENOMAR)

8.4%
10

1.6%

DEATH CERTIFICATE

Batch Request Query System
(BREQS)
Batch Request Query System is a scheme wherein the PSA authorizes a partner to receive
requests for PSA- issued copies and certificates of civil registry documents to clients. The
actual processing of the requests is done by the Census Serbilis Outlet assigned to service
the authorized partner (also known as the BREQS User). Under the scheme, PSA shall be
providing the BREQS User the software, form templates, updates and procedures necessary
in servicing its clients. The software will enable the BREQS User to do offline encoding of the
application details.
There are 36 BREQS partners in the region being serviced by the CRS outlet. These are usually
the Local Civil Registry Offices (LCRO) headed by the City/Municipal Registrar (C/MCR),
under the Local Government Units (LGU), and only one private entity - the SM Retail, Inc.,
Baguio City. However, a few of the region’s BREQS partners are attended to by the CRS
Outlet – Tuguegarao due to their proximity to some areas in CAR.

Solemnizing Officers Information System
(SOIS)

Solemnizing Officers Information System is a primary software
tool used by the Office of the Civil Registrar General (OCRG) to
maintain the repository of solemnizing officers in the Philippines. The
software assists the OCRG in adding new applicants, renew previous
registrations, and assist in validating records of current registrants.
For 2018, a total of 389 solemnizing officers from the region were
issued Certificates of Registration of Authority to Solemnize Marriage
(CRASM). There were 268 new applicants while the remaining 121
renewed their certificates.

Administrative Services
YEAR-END FINANCIAL ASSESSMENT AND
TAX BRIEFING

The Civil Registration and Administrative Support Division (CRASD)
of the Regional Statistical Services Office (RSSO) – CAR conducted a
Year-end Financial Assessment and Tax Briefing at the Ritz Legarda,
Baguio City last 26-27 March 2018. Atty. Wrenolph D. Panganiban of
Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) discussed the facets of the Tax Reform
for Acceleration and Inclusion (TRAIN) law. Issues and concerns on
accounting entries and financial reports of the provinces were also tackled
in the assessment. Aside from these, the importance of using PHILGEPS
in the procurement of goods and services was emphasized. Participants
of the event included CRASD staff, Provincial Statistical Officers, Cash
Disbursement Officers, and Bookkeepers from the provinces.

5S ORIENTATION
In preparation of the ISO 9001:2015
accreditation, Regional Director Villafe
P. Alibuyog conducted a 5S orientation
to the regional staff. She discussed the
importance of instilling the 5S principle in
the everyday work of the staff and how
this will facilitate efficient service provision
in the office. Concerns regarding facilities,
QMS requirements, and files were discussed
during the orientation. Registration Officer IV
(RO IV) Luz G. Ruiz presented the guidelines
on the disposal of files and records issued
by the National Archives of the Philippines
(NAP).

ON-BOARDING ORIENTATION
An on-boarding orientation was conducted
by RO IV Luz G. Ruiz and Accountant III
Rickson V. Bala-oy to the eight new entrants
to PSA-RSSO CAR offices at the office’s
Conference Hall. Participants were from
the regional office, and provincial offices of
Apayao, Benguet, Kalinga, and Mountain
Province.

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS
TRAINING
The Office of Civil Defense (OCD) conducted
a disaster preparedness training to PSARSSO CAR employees last 31 July 2018 at
the office’s Conference room. Mr. Jarynson
Panisigan of OCD discussed earthquake
risk profile of the Philippines, earthquake
preparedness, and earthquake drill. On the
other hand, Ms. Arianie D. Atolba (OCD)
lectured on the Philippine Disaster Risk
Reduction Management (DRRM) System
which consisted of the Philippine Disaster
Risk Profile, Paradigm Shift in the Philippine
DRRM System and the four thematic areas
which are Disaster Prevention and Mitigation,
Disaster Response, Disaster Preparedness,
and Disaster Rehabilitation and Recovery.

WELLNESS ACTIVITIES

Gym

Jogging

Zumba

INFORMATION
DISSEMINATION
2018-2023 Philippine Statistical Development Program
REGIONAL DISSEMINATION FORUM

T

he Philippine Statistics Authority
(PSA) – Cordillera Administrative
Region (CAR) conducted a regional
dissemination
forum
on
the
2018-2023 Philippine Statistical
Development Program (PSDP) last
30 May 2018 at Fortune Hongkong
Seafood Restaurant, Baguio City.
The activity was attended by 27
Regional Line Agencies, 9 local and
national media, 3 LGUs, 2 SUCs, 2
HEIs, and 2 NGOs with a total of 85
participants.

to the Office of the President
for the release of an executive
order for its implementation. PSA
Assistant National Statistician
Candido Astrologo Jr. reported the
highlights of the PSDP. There are
596 major statistical development
programs identified by 17 regions
with
estimated
budgetary
requirement of 30 billion pesos
During the forum, PSA Assistant for its implementation.
Secretary and Deputy National
Statistician Daniel Ariaso Sr. lauded The PSDP and RSDP are part of
the Cordillera regional stakeholders PSA’s commitment to achieve the
because CAR is the first region vision of solid, responsive, and
to come up with its RSDP. He world-class authority on quality
said that the PSA Board recently statistics and civil registration.
approved the PSDP 2018- 2023
and announced the endorsement

Philippine Tourism Satellite Accounts
DISSEMINATION FORUM

T

o update CAR regional stakeholders on tourism statistics and current
initiatives of the PSA on tourism statistics, a Dissemination Forum
on the Philippine Tourism Satellite Accounts (PTSA) was conducted
on October 19, 2018 at the PSA-CAR Conference Hall. The Tourism
Satellite Accounts: Framework, Concepts, and Definitions were
presented by Assistant Statistician (AS) Cherry D. Kiaw. AS Dennis D.
Gundran presented the Philippine Tourism Satellite Accounts Estimates;
while the Philippine Initiative on Measuring Sustainable Tourism (MST)
was discussed by Statistical Analyst Jeanniel I. Barcayan.
The participants were from the RSC-CAR member agencies, the
Baguio City Tourism Office, Benguet Provincial Tourism Office, tourism
associations in Baguio City - the Hotel and Restaurant Association of
Baguio (HRAB), Baguio Association of Hotels & Inns (BAHAI), and local
business establishments.
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T

Director Alibuyog presented the Economic
Performance of CAR at exactly 10:00 A.M.
She said that 2018 another milestone for
PSA with the official release of estimates
earlier than the previous year’s schedule of
dissemination done in May 2017. Director
Alibuyog acknowledged all data source
agencies/offices and private organizations
for their contributions alongside their timely
provision of data.

he 2017 Report on the Economic
Performance
of
the
Cordillera
Administrative Region (CAR) was presneted
through a News Conference at the Fortune
Hong Kong Seafood Restaurant, Otek St.,
Baguio City on 26 April 2018. The conference
was attended by 90 representatives coming
from the various sectors of the region- 26
participants were from the national and
local media, 42 participants were from the
regional line agencies and State Universities
and Colleges, 2 participants from private
firms, 1 from the local government of
Baguio City, and others were from the
PSA. Mr. Joseph Zambrano of the Philippine
Information Agency-CAR and Mr. Miguel
Velarde of SkyCable served as moderators.
The event commenced at 10:00 A.M. and
simultaneously aired live via Sky Cable
Community Channel and broadcasted live
over Z-Radio.

Ms. Difuntorum stated that the Cordillera
economy grew by an impressive 12.1 percent
in 2017, the fifth year in a row that the region
posted positive growth since 2013. The
growth was backed by the recovery of the
industry and agriculture sectors and the
continuing robust growth of the services
sector. The growth of the economy in 2017
was driven by the industry sector with a
remarkable growth that was backed by
the rebound in construction and expected
growth in manufacturing. She added that the
significant recovery of the agricultural sector
in 2017 was due to better weather conditions
compared to the weather experienced in
2016. She underscored that the biggest
challenge is how to maintain the momentum
for growth. She encouraged the stakeholders
to continue their efforts to find ways to
diversify resources of economic growth
and to work together to sustain if not attain
higher growth. As the current administration
remains committed to achieving inclusive
growth, she hoped that in our own little way
we can help the country move closer to the
longterm vision for all Filipinos to realize the
Ambisyon 2040: Matatag, Maginhawa at
Panatag na Buhay.

Director Benjamin Navarro of the Internal
Cooperation Unit, Director Villafe Alibuyog
of RSSO-CAR and Chief Aldrin Federico
Bahit Jr. of the Statistical Operations and
Coordination Division led the members of
the panel that included NEDA-CAR SEDS
Marie Olga Difuntorum, DA-CAR Chief of
the Planning, Evaluation and Monitoring
Division Susan Balanza, BSP-La Union
Director Rogel Joseph Del Rosario, MGBCAR Economist II Vivian Romero, and NTCCAR Director Dante Vengua. CHED-CAR
Director Geraldine Casipit and POPCOMCAR Director Rose Fortaleza were also
present and answered queries from the
audience.
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GRDP

NEWS CONFERENCE

2017 REPORT ON
THE ECONOMIC
PERFORMANCE OF
THE CORDILLERA

T

he economy of the Cordillera Administrative
Region increased from an estimated 137
billion pesos in 2016 to 153 billion pesos in 2017
at constant prices. This corresponds to a growth
of the region’s economy by 12.1 percent in 2017,
the highest among all the regions of the country.
This was a leap from the revised 2.3 percent
growth in 2016 pushed by the double-digit
growth of the Industry Sector, particularly the
Manufacturing and Construction sub-industries.
Industry accounted for half of the region’s total
output at 52.1 percent, followed by Services at
39.6 percent and Agriculture, Hunting, Forestry
and Fishing (AHFF) at 8.3 percent. The percent
share of Industry to the total output of the region
increased, while the shares of Services and AHFF
decreased.
Industry rebounded from negative growth of 0.3
percent in 2016 to positive 18.6 percent in 2017
brought about by the accelerated growths of
Manufacturing and Construction. Manufacturing,
the Industry’s biggest contributor, posted a
robust growth of 19.5 percent in 2017 from 3.8
percent the previous year. Construction turned
around from negative 26.4 percent in 2016 to
positive 23.6 percent in 2017. Electricity, Gas
and Water Supply still managed to grow but on
a slower pace from 12.6 percent in 2016 to 5.7
percent in 2017.

Mining and Quarrying was not able to reverse
the negative growth of 3.5 percent in 2016 and
further shrank by 2.9 percent in 2017.
Services decelerated to 5.8 percent in 2017
from 7.1 percent in 2016. Transportation,
Storage and Communication recorded the
slowest growth with 3.8 percent in 2017 from 6.0
percent in 2016, followed by Other Services with
4.6 percent growth in 2017 from 11.1 percent
in 2016. Financial Intermediation managed
to continue the pace with 9.0 percent in 2017
from 9.1 percent in 2016. Meanwhile, Trade
accelerated from 7.4 percent to 8.1 percent,
followed by Real Estate, Renting and Business
Activities (RERBA) from 3.1 percent to 5.9
percent, and Public Administration and Defense
from 5.2 percent to 5.9 percent. The largest
part of the Service Sector are Other Services
and RERBA with 11.1 and 9.9 percent shares,
respectively.
AHFF also rallied from a negative growth of
4.5 percent in 2016 to positive 5.1 percent in
2017. The growth was contributed by the good
performance of the Agriculture and Forestry subindustry that bounced back from negative 4.8
percent in 2016 to positive 5.2 percent in 2017.
Industry
contributed
the most to the region’s
overall growth rate
with 9.2 percentage
points. Services added
2.4 percentage points
and AHFF contributed
the least with 0.4
percentage point.

National Demographic and Health Survey 2017
Regional Data Dissemination Forum

The 2017 National Demographics and Health Survey (NDHS) Regional Data
Dissemination Forum was held last 9 November 2018 at Fortune Hongkong
Seafood Restaurant, Baguio City. Dr. Virginia Narciso of the Department of Health
(DOH) -CAR was the discussant for the event.
The 2017 Philippines NDHS was implemented by the Philippine Statistics Authority
(PSA) and funded by the government of the Philippines. The United States Agency for
International Development (USAID) provided technical assistance and equipment
through the ICF under the DHS program, which assists countries in the collection
of data to monitor and evaluate population, health, and nutrition programs. It is
designed to provide estimates at the national level, urban and rural areas, and for
each of the 17 administrative regions in the Philippines.

Dissemination Forum on CAR Asset Accounts for
Mineral Resources: 2004-2016

After the successful completion of two environmental accounts, the asset accounts
for land and timber resources, the Philippine Statistics Authority – Regional
Statistical Services Office (PSA-RSSO)- CAR accomplished another milestone in
environmental accounting – the CAR Asset Accounts for Mineral Resources: 20042016.

A Regional Dissemination Forum was conducted last 20 December 2018 at the
Hotel Elizabeth, Baguio City. The event was attended by representatives from
the regional line agencies, private sector and the academe. Assistant National
Statistician (ANS) Vivian R. Ilarina graced the forum with other personnel from
the Central Office. Ms. Maria Rosario R. Lopez of the Jaime V. Ongpin Foundation
Incorporated (JVOFI) was invited as discussant of the event.
ANS Ilarina remarked that the asset accounts for mineral resources is vital to
mineral-rich regions because they serve as an indicator for over depletion of these
resources, also noting that they are non-renewable. Environmental asset accounts
serve as aids in decisions that involve the sustainability of the environment and its
resources for future generations as she stated. She noted that asset accounting
strengthens data in the sense that administrative data can be consolidated and
made available to data users.
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PSA-CAR
activi ties and
RECOGNI TIONS
In support to the National Greening Project
(NGP) of the Department of Environment and
Natural Resources (DENR), the following
activities were conducted by the Regional
Statistical Services Office (RSSO) - CAR:

WEEDING AND CLEARING ACTIVITY
at Busol Watershed, 16 March 2018

TREE PLANTING ACTIVITY

at Busol Watershed, 22 June 2018

TREE PLANTING AND WEEDING ACTIVITY
at Camp 8 Watershed, 26 October 2018

Partnership and Linkages

PSA personnel participated in any of
the following activities:
Women’s Month Celebration
Kalayaan 2018
Indigenous Peoples’ Month
National Disaster Resilience Month
Philippine Civil Service Anniversary
National Bible Week Parade
Cordillera Day

26

58

Participated in

meetings and other activities
of regional line agencies

50

Invited as resource
person in

Accepted

On-the-Job Trainees (OJT)
from 4 schools

activities
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KAPIHAN

T

he Civil Registration Month is observed
every February of each year by
virtue of Presidential Proclamation No.
682 signed on 28 January 1991 by then
President Corazon C. Aquino. With the
year’s theme, “#napapanahongCRVS”,
the following activities were undertaken
by the Regional Statistical Services Office
of the Cordillera Administrative Region:

The festivities began with a motorcade
from the Baguio Convention Center to the
Benguet Provincial Capitol on February 2,
2018. This was followed by a Kapihan at
the Calajo Restaurant, KM 6, La Trinidad,
Benguet sponsored by the PSA – Benguet
Provincial Statistical Office. The panel was
composed of PSA-RSSO CAR Regional
Director Villafe P. Alibuyog, Chief Statistical
Specialist Imelda L. Buyuccan,13 Benguet
Municipal Civil Registrars (MCRs), and
Baguio Civil Registrar (CMCR).

HANGING OF STREAMER
A banner bearing the 2018 Civil Registration
Month theme was hanged at the entrance of
the office building at the start of the month
to signify the beginning of the month-long
celebration.

FREE ISSUANCE OF CIVIL
REGISTRY DOCUMENTS
The PSA-RSSO CAR through CRASD Chief
Adrian A. Cerezo and in coordination with
PSA – Kalinga Provincial Statistical Office
issued free birth certificates to Grade 6
Special Education (SPED) students of Kalinga
Special Education Center on 23 February
2018 after the school’s flag ceremony.
The CRS Baguio City Outlet also issued one
free Civil Registry document to each of the
first ten regular clients and first ten priority
clients on 28 February 2018.
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TRAINING FOR MEDICAL
PRACTITIONERS AND STAFF OF
MEDICAL INSTITUTIONS
A training on the accomplishment of
Certificate of Death and Fetal Death and
Analysis of Causes of Death was conducted
on 8-9 February 2018 to medical practitioners
and staff of various medical institutions in
Benguet. CAO Adrian A. Cerezo and AO IV
Gerard A. Tolito acted as Resource Persons
during the said activity. They emphasized
the importance of proper accomplishment
of the certificates in the generation of data
and in the facilitation of inputs for the health
sectors and policy makers. The training was
organized by the Department of Health
(DOH) -CAR in partnership with PSA-RSSO
CAR.

PROJECT BRAVE
In response to the invitation of MCR Ruth
Elyn Dino of Tublay, Benguet, CRS Outlet
Supervisor Gerard A. Tolito served as a
Resource Person during the education
campaign spearheaded by MCR Dino. Mr.
Tolito discussed the rules on late registration
of birth and other relevant matters. Moreover,
he helped in the assessment of documents
for correction. Eight barangays benefited
from Project BRAVE or BREQS, Registration,
Assessment, Validation, and Education. This
activity was scheduled on several days in
February.

ON-THE-SPOT ESSAY WRITING
AND POSTER MAKING CONTEST
With the aim to increase the awareness of
students on Civil Registration in general, onthe-spot essay writing and poster making
contests were held by the PSA-RSSO CAR in
partnership with the Department of Education
(DepEd) Benguet and Baguio Schools
Divisions. The contests were conducted at
the DepEd Building, Wangal, La Trinidad,
Benguet and at the Baguio City National
High School (BCNHS) on 19 February and 26
February 2018, respectively.

Such activities are geared towards the
development of the students’ potentials in
writing and drawing while having a better
understanding of and appreciation for Civil
Registration.

T

he National Statistics Month (NSM) had its
29th year celebration in 2018. The annual
NSM celebration is pursuant to Presidential
Proclamation No. 647 signed on 20 September
1990 by then President Corazon Aquino
declaring the month of October of every year
as the National Statistics Month. The year’s
NSM celebration was guided by the theme:
“Exploring Philippine Wonders in Numbers:
Statistics Towards Sustainable Tourism
Development” which portrays the many tourist
spots in the country with its flora, fauna, and
captivating beauty that has attracted many
tourists in and out of the country. This is also
in support to the Philippine Development Plan
(PDP) 2017 – 2022, AmBisyon Natin 2040, and
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to
achieve sustainable and progressive tourism
growth.

NSM theme, seminars, statistical quizzes,
exhibits, infographics, and other advocacy
activities during the whole month of October. The
RSC-CAR also staged core events region-wide
slated for the NSM celebration. The observance
of the statistics month was marked by increased
participation of the RLAs, LGUs, and the public
and private institutions. It showcased the unity
and cooperation of participating agencies
and institution in advocating the relevance of
statistics in the daily life of the Filipinos, as well
as in informing the public about their programs
and activities and statistical products and
services.

NSM OPENING
On 1 October 2018, the 29th celebration of
the NSM, Department of Tourism (DOT) – CAR
showed audio visual presentations to promote
tourism and local tourism sites in the Cordillera
region featuring prime tourist destination sites.
To promote Cordilleran unique culture as one
of the tourist attractions, the Saeng Ya Kasay
Cultural Ensemble performed cultural dances
which is a mix of the native dances of ethnolinguistic groups from the six CAR provinces.

The theme highlights the contribution of the
tourism sector in nation building and emphasizes
the need for obtaining reliable statistics on
tourism to come up with appropriate programs
and policies for sustainable development, and
to help policy makers in addressing challenges in
the tourism sector.
In the Cordilleras, the month-long observance
of the 29th NSM in October was widely
participated by regional line agencies (RLAS),
local government units (LGUs), and the public
and private institutions. RSC – CAR Resolution
No. 2, series of 2017 encouraged all public and
private agencies to conduct activities in form of
symposium, workshops, orientation-seminars,
exhibits and other similar activities.

KAPIHAN SA BAGUIO
To encourage support from regional stakeholders
for this year’s 29th NSM celebration and to
disseminate the theme focus for the year on
the importance of generating tourism statistics
to achieve sustainable tourism development, a
Kapihan sa Baguio was held at the Newtown
Plaza Hotel, Leonard Wood Road, Baguio City.

There were 209 activities enrolled by different
RLAs, LGUs, and institutions, and these include
month-long display of streamers bearing the
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Benguet State University Main Campus,
Baguio City Hall, RDC Hall, Newtown Plaza
Hotel, and the Saint Louis University Bakakeng
Campus – generated a total of more than 500
viewers. The infographics display aims to make
statistical information accessible to the public
and communicate complex data into simple,
effective and creative visual presentations
consisting of images, charts and graphs that are
appealing and easily understood by the viewers/
audience.

The kapihan was collaboration with the Philippine
Information Agency (PIA) – CAR and the hosts for
the NSM Opening Ceremony, the Department of
Tourism (DOT) – CAR. The kapihan was anchored
by Director Helen R. Tibaldo of PIA-CAR and
K-Lite FM Station Manager Johnny Dela Cruz.
The members of the panel was headed by PSA
RSSO CAR Regional Director Villafe Alibuyog.
With her were Director Beta Cervantes of the
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) – La Union
Regional Office (LURO), OIC Director Jovita
Ganongan of DOT-CAR, the Chairman of the
Committee on Tourism of Baguio City Councilor
Elmer O. Datuin, OIC Chief of PSA RSSO CAR
Statistical Operations and Coordination Division
Aldrin Federico R. Bahit, Jr., Chief Economic
Development Specialist of the Research Division
of the National Economic and Development
Authority (NEDA)-CAR Dr. Carmel P. Matabang,
Supervising Tourism Operations Officer of Baguio
City Tourism Office Engr. Aloysius C. Mapalo,
Chief of Planning & Management Division of
the Department of Environment and Natural
resources (DENR) – CAR Engr. Francis Basali,
and Engr. Rowena Foronda of the Department of
Public Works and Highways (DPWH)- CAR. The
kapihan was attended by various media outfits
and line agencies.

STATISTICS SYMPOSIUM
Mr. Aldrin Federico R. Bahit, Jr. served as
Resource Speaker on Tourism Statistics
during the Statistics Symposium held at the
Strawberry Hall, College of Home Economics
and Technology of the Benguet State University,
La Trinidad, Benguet. A total of 66 participants
attended the symposium composed of Bachelor
of Science in Applied Statistics, and the Faculty
members.
A Tourism Statistics Symposium was conducted
at the Saint Louis University Maryheights Campus,
Bakakeng Baguio City on 22 October 2018. Mr.
Aldrin Federico R. Bahit, Jr. served as Resource
Speaker on Tourism Statistics in the Cordillera
Administrative Region. He also delivered insights
on the NSM theme and overview of the monthlong NSM celebration for October 2018.

INFOGRAPHICS DISPLAY

Following the symposium is the Ribbon-Cutting
of the NSM Exhibit located at the main lobby of
the SLU Maryheights campus. The ceremony was
attended by the OIC Regional Director Jovita A.
Ganongan of DOT-CAR, Mr. Aldrin Federico R.
Bahit, Jr. and Ms. Jocelyn O. Tayaban of PSACAR, Dean of the School of Accountancy and
Business Management Dr. Reynaldo S. Bautista,

Infographics display/exhibit prepared by
the Staff of the PSA RSSO CAR featured
tourism statistics, including household-based,
agricultural, economic and social statistics
of CAR. The data for the infographics were
contributed by the Department of Tourism
(DOT) – CAR and RSC-CAR member agencies.
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29th NSM

the Department Head of the Business Economics
Department and the Adviser of the Progressive
Economists’ Solidarity (PESO) Ms. Eleanor P.
Garoy.

the second place while the third place was won
by Mr. Jeffrey A. Abnasan, Jr. from Guinzadan
National High School and representing Mountain
Province Schools Division. The winners were
awarded with cash prizes, certificates and
tokens. The rest of the participants were given
tokens. The rest of the participants were given
tokens and consolation prizes.

BANAUE RICE TERRACES
RESTORATION DRIVE
The Banaue Rice Terraces Restoration Drive
in Ifugao conducted last 16 October 2018
highlights the 29th NSM celebration by giving
importance to preserving a local tourism site to
contribute to sustainable tourism. The Banaue
Rice Terraces located in Banaue, Ifugao, one of
the world’s oldest terraces is renowned as the
“Eighth Wonder of the World.” Preservation of the
rice terraces is important since it is a source of
income of Ifugao farmers and a tourist attraction
that generates employment for local businesses.
Due to inclement weather and soil degradation,
the rice terraces were damaged and need to be
maintained.

CLOSING CEREMONIES,
PSA-RSSO CAR OFFICE
The closing program for the 29th NSM was held
on 5 November 2018 at the PSA-CAR Regional
Office. The program was scheduled on 31
October 2018 at PSA-CAR Office but was
moved to November 5, 2018 due to the passage
of the Typhoon Ompong, a severe weather
disturbance affecting the region from 29-31
October 2018. The BSP-LURO was the host
agency for the closing ceremony.
An audio visual presentation on tourism and
NSM fellowship hour with stat trivia games
participated by the representatives from the
regional line agencies, students, SOCD and
CRASD Staff were the highlights of the closing
ceremony.

The restoration drive was organized PSA RSSO
CAR in partnership with RSC-CAR, DOT-CAR,
and LGU-Ifugao. The activity was led headed
by the Chief of the Civil Registration and
Administrative Support Division (CRASD) Adrian
Cerezo, and PSO-Ifugao Staff Joseph Aclibon.
A total of 30 participants composed of staff
from PPDO-Benguet, provincial offices of the
DENR, DepEd, and DOT, the local tourism office,
provincial health office and other LGU offices
participated in the restoration drive.

REGIONAL STATISTICS QUIZ
This year’s 29th NSM Regional Statistics Quiz
was held last 26 October 2018 at the PSACAR Conference Hall with one student each
competing from the six Schools Divisions of CAR.
The statistical quiz is an annual NSM activity in
partnership with the DepEd CAR. The quiz had
three categories – easy, moderate and hard
questions composed of five questions for each
category. The six high school students also
represented the different Schools Divisions of
CAR who competed in the provincial statistics
quiz held by Dep-Ed CAR, and were declared
winners at the provincial level statistical quiz.
The champion for the 29th NSM Regional Statistics
Quiz came from the Baguio City National
High School representing Baguio City Schools
Division, Ms. Christine Jean C. Madriaga. A
senior student, Mr. Richweh B. Anag, representing
Tabuk City, Kalinga Schools Division garnered
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PSA @ 5
Y

ear 2018 marked the fifth anniversary of
the Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA).
With the theme “Healthy PSA, Happy PSA”,
the following activities were conducted
by the Regional Statistical Services Office
(RSSO) of the Cordillera Administrative
Region (CAR) in celebration of the office’s
milestone:

HANGING OF STREAMER
A streamer signifying PSA’s 5th anniversary
was hung at the entrance of the office
building for the entire month of September.

OUTREACH PROGRAMS
Hygiene kits, food, and memories were
shared by the region’s staff to the youth
under the care of the Department of Social
Welfare and Development (DSWD) – CAR.
The first program was held at the Social
Development Center in Balenben, Irisan,
Baguio City on 12 September 2018 where
activities were actively participated by both

the youth and RSSO CAR staff. The second
program was conducted at the Regional
Rehabilitation Center for Youth (RRYC) in
Sablan, Benguet. During the activity, Chief
Administrative Officer Adrian A. Cerezo
delivered a message before the youth and
the social workers of the center. The program
also highlighted performances from the
youth and presentations wherein RSSO CAR
staff were asked to participate.

WELLNESS ACTIVITY
The personnel of RSSO CAR were treated
to a bowling game last 14 September 2018
at Puyat Sports, Center Mall, Baguio City.
This is in celebration of the aim in making
employees of PSA happy and healthy.

Regional

Planning
Workshop

W

ith the theme “Working Smarter
through Innovation”, the Philippine
Statistics Authority – Regional Statistical
Services Office Cordillera Administrative
Region (PSA-RSSO CAR) conducted a 3-day
annual Regional Planning Workshop (RPW)
last 12-14 December 2018 at the Prince
Plaza Hotel, Legarda Road, Baguio City.
Staff from the Provincial Statistical Offices
and the regional office attended the event.
Assistant National Statisticians (ANS) Edith
R. Orcilla and Edwin U. Aragon as well as
Ms. Maria Lourdes Mistal from the Central
Office also graced the event.

RD Alibuyog encouraged all personnel to
be creative and be technologically adept
in order to fulfill PSA’s vision of a solid,
responsive, and world-class authority on
quality statistics and civil registration. She
also imparted the message of National
Statistician and Civil Registrar General Lisa
Grace S. Bersales regarding working smart
while living by the organization’s core values
and guided by laws, rules and regulations.
Other major activities and outputs during
the Regional Planning Workshop include the
following:

The first day of the 2019 RPW highlighted the
presentation of Chief Administrative Officer
(CAO) Adrian A. Cerezo regarding the Risk
Registry and Action Plan and the audio-visual
presentations prepared by the provinces and
the two regional office divisions featuring
their respective accomplishments and
milestones during the year.

1. 2019 Work Program
2. RD’s Hour
3. Fellowship Night (Theme: “Together
as One with Love”)
4. Team Building Activity
5. Undersecretary Lisa Grace S.
Bersales’, National Statistician and
Civil Registrar General, message:
INNOVATION: I See New Dots!
6. Philippine Identification System
(PhilSys)
7. Information System Strategic Plan
(ISSP)
8. Turnover and Acceptance of 2020
RPW Hosting

Regional Director Villafe P. Alibuyog
started the second day of activities with an
inspirational message. She congratulated
the staff of the regional office and Kalinga
Provincial Statistical Office for achieving
the ISO 9001:2015 certification. 2019
is a year of innovation for PSA thus,
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ANS Orcilla of the PhilSys Registry Office (PRO) delivered a presentation on the
Philippine Identification System (PhilSys). She updated the group of the current status
of the project as well as its timeline for the next few years. ANS Orcilla reminded the
personnel of the dos and don’ts in the conduct of dissemination activities. Finally, she
introduced the winning PhilSys logo.
The 2020 Regional Planning Workshop is to be hosted by PSA Ifugao Provincial
Statistical Office. This was formalized through the passing of the symbolic key from
Chief Statistical Specialist Imelda L. Buyuccan of PSA Benguet to PSA Ifugao OfficerIn-Charge Delano C. Bolislis, Jr.

From left: BSP Senior Assistant Governor Dahlia D. Luna, PSA-CAR Regional
Director Villafe P. Alibuyog, Chief of Statistical Operations and Coordination
Division, PSA-CAR Aldrin Federico R. Bahit Jr., and BSP Monetary Board Member
Felipe M. Medalla

PSA-CAR Cited as 2018 Outstanding Partner
for Report on Regional Economic Developments by
the BSP
I

n a bid to recognize its partners for their significant contributions in the fulfilment of
BSP’s mandate, the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) held its 2018 Awards Ceremony
and Appreciation Lunch for stakeholders last August 24, 2018 at the Convention Hall,
BSP La Union Regional Office, San Fernnando City, La Union with the theme “Reinforcing
Partnerships, Defying New Challenges.”
The Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA) – Cordillera Administrative Region (CAR) was
once again cited as an Outstanding Partner for the Report on Regional Economic
Development this 2018. PSA-CAR has been receiving the award for four consecutive
years since 2015.

In the same event, the Philippine Information Agency (PIA) – Cordillera was also this
year’s recipient of an award as “Outstanding Regional Partner on BSP Demonization of
the New Design Series” for its media advocacy on the demonization of currency notes.
For 15 years now, the BSP annually honours its institutional partners for their statistical
initiatives, information and advocacy programs; and likewise encourages its partners/
stakeholders to continually implement programs that support sustained economic
growth for the country.
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From left: SLU-PESO representatives, School of Accountancy and Business Management
Dean Dr. Reynaldo Bautista, PSA-CAR Regional Director Villafe P. Alibuyog, and Department
Head and Adviser of Business Economics and PESO, respectively Dr. Eleanor Garoy

SL U-PESO Bags National NSM Award

T

he Saint Louis University (SLU) through the Progressive Economists’ Solidarity
(PESO) once again won the “Best Statistical Activity conducted by a Private
Organization” from the PSA. SLU-PESO bagged the national NSM Award for their
successful conduct of the Tourism Statistics Symposium as a highlight of the 29th
National Statistics Month and PESO Week celebration in October 2018. The event
was attended by more than 500 participants. Said symposium was anchored on
the 29th NSM theme, “Exploring Philippine Wonders in Numbers: Statistics Towards
Sustainable Tourism Development”.
The award consisting of a Plaque of Recognition and cash prize was presented by
SOCD-Chief Bahit, to the Dean of School of Accountancy and Business Management
Dr. Reynaldo Bautista, Department Head and Adviser of Business Economics and
PESO, respectively, Dr. Eleanor Garoy and PESO President Ms. Eloiza Navarro
during the joint NSM and PESO Week Opening Ceremony held last October 22,
2018 at SLU Maryheights Campus, Bakakeng, Baguio City.
The NSM Award was first instituted in 2002 to recognize the outstanding participation
of government agencies and private entities in the yearly celebration of the National
Statistics Month and to encourage them to be more active in their involvement in the
future celebrations of the NSM, and likewise to be supportive of all statistics-related
advocacy programs.
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STATISTICS AT A
GLANCE
REGIONAL ACCOUNTS OF THE PHILIPPINES
In Thousand Pesos
CORDILLERA ADMINISTRATIVE REGION
GROSS REGIONAL DOMESTIC PRODUCT BY INDUSTRIAL ORIGIN
2015-2017
AT CONSTANT PRICES

I. AGRICULTURE, HUNTING, FORESTRY & FISHING
a. Agriculture and Forestry
b. Fishing

INDUSTRY

2015

2016

2017

12,658,437

12,085,716

12,698,369

12,451,122

11,859,425

12,472,587

207,315

226,291

225,782

II. INDUSTRY SECTOR
a. Mining and Quarrying
b. Manufacturing
c. Construction
d. Electricity, Gas and Water Supply

67,617,916

67,426,072

80,000,225

III. SERVICE SECTOR
a. Transportation, Storage & Communication
b. Trade and Repair of Motor Vehicles,
Motorcycles, Personal and Household Goods
c. Financial Intermediation
d. Real Estate, Renting & Business Activities
e. Public Administration & Defense; Compulsory
Social Security
f. Other Services
GROSS REGIONAL DOMESTIC PRODUCT
Note: Details may not add up to totals due to rounding.

Source: Philippine Statistics Authority
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2,187,793

2,111,685

2,051,392

53,401,058

55,454,320

66,286,320

9,436,997

6,941,257

8,578,057

2,592,068

2,918,809

3,084,456

53,571,847

57,362,125

60,712,728

7,841,608

8,310,264

8,624,752

7,321,360

7,865,448

8,498,695

5,229,423

5,707,779

6,224,302

13,846,802

14,272,286

15,120,133

4,733,671

4,980,534

5,272,367

14,598,983

16,225,814

16,972,480

133,848,201

136,873,913

153,411,322
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STATISTICAL FRAMEWORKS
AND
INDICATORS SYSTEM

RSDP

Regional Statistical Development Program

T

he CAR Regional Statistical Development
Program (RSDP) 2017 - 2023 is a
compilation of statistical development
programs of the various regional stakeholders
in the Cordillera that sets the direction and
thrusts of the local statistical system to be
responsive of the growing statistical information
needs of researchers, academic institutions,
policy-makers, project implementers and
the general public. It consists of the regional
statistical system-wide programs that cover
statistical management and coordination,
data production, statistical dissemination
and use, research and capacity development,
and resources in subnational statistical
system. Further, the RSDP serves as a guide
in monitoring the core regional indicators
(region-specific indicators that determine the
status of developments in the region) and the
contribution of agencies and local government
units in achieving the commitments to
sustainable development goals (SDG).
The data generated from the RSDP is expected
to support and monitor the implementation
of the Cordillera Regional Development Plan
2017-2022 which takes off from the Duterte
Administration’s 0+10 Socioeconomic Agenda
and the first medium term plan of the AmBisyon
Natin 2040.
Among the 17 regions, CAR was the first to
formulate and complete its RSDP and served
as model for other regions. The following were
the milestones of the CAR RSDP preparation:
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•

30-31 March 2017: National Workshop
on the Formulation of RSDP

•

24 May 2017: RSDP Form 1 prepared.
Presented during 2nd quarter RSC-CAR
meeting

•

14 August 2017: RSDP Pre-workshop
meeting

•

15 August 2017: RSDP Formulation
Workshop

•

29 August 2017: RSC-CAR Resolution
No. 06, series of 2017 entitled “Approving
the Regional Statistical Development
Program (RSDP) 2017-2023 of the
Cordillera Administrative Region” passed

•

19 October 2017: 2nd RSC Summit, new
guidelines on RSDP formulation

•

26 February 2018: RSC-CAR Resolution
No. 01, series of 2018 entitled “Adopting
the
Revised
Regional
Statistical
Development Program (RSDP) 20172023 of the Cordillera Administrative
Region” passed

•

30 May 2018: Presented the monitoring
report of 2017 statistical development
programs enrolled in CAR RSDP during
the Philippine Statistical Development
Program (PSDP) 2018-2023 Regional
Dissemination Forum

•

17 August 2018: RSC-CAR Resolution
No. 07, series of 2018 entitled “Endorsing
to the Regional Development Council
(RDC) – Cordillera the CAR Regional
Statistical Development Program (RSDP)
2017-2023” passed

•

11
September
2018:
Regional
Development Council – Cordillera
adopted the CAR RSDP 2017-2023 by
virtue of RDC-RPOC Joint Resolution No.
24, series of 2018

119

Tier 1 Indicators

49

Tier 2 Indicators

61

Tier 3 Indicators
Based from the output of the Regional
SDG Assessment Workshop
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Training on the United
Nations Framework for the
Development of
Environment Statistics
(FDES) 2013
T

he Philippine Statistics Authority Regional Statistical Services Office (PSARSSO) -CAR conducted a 3-day training
on the United Nations Framework for the
Development of Environment Statistics
(FDES) 2013 last 6-8 February 2018 at the
Ritz Legarda, Baguio City.
The training started with a presentation on
the Environment Statistics and Environmental
Accounts in the Philippines by ANS Vivian
R. Ilarina. Her presentation included a brief
introduction about the Philippine Statistics
Authority (PSA), vision and motivations,
environment statistics and the coordinative
mechanisms.
An overview on Environment Statistics was
presented by Ms. Virginia M. Bathan. She
presented the significance of environment
statistics - these are interdisciplinary and
inter-institutional, discussed the possible
problems that could surface when compiling
environment statistics. Also tackled in

her presentation were the conceptual
foundations and structure of the FDES, data
sources, and classifications of data.
The different components of the FDES
namely environmental conditions and
quality, environmental resources and their
use, residuals, extreme events and disaster,
and human settlements and environmental
health were discussed by Ms. Faith Lea B.
Cabrera, Ms. Kayleen Gene R. Calicdan, Mr.
Paolo C. de Jesus, and Ms. Virginia M. Bathan,
respectively. Workshops and exercises
were conducted for every component, led
by the PEENRA Technical Staff.
At the end of the training, three participants
shared their impressions about the trainingworkshop. Generally, they found the activity
very helpful and rich with learnings. They
expressed their interest in taking part in
more activities such as this.

REGIONAL STATISTICS
COMMI TTEE
T

he Regional Statistics Commitee (RSC) – CAR was
guided by the 2018 RSC-CAR Development Agenda,
which was unanimously approved by the committee
in 2017. The statistical development agenda sets the
priority statistical development activities of the RSC for
2018.
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T

he highlights of RSC’s 2018 accomplishments
are: the approval of the 2019 RSC-CAR
Development Agenda; updates on the Regional
Statistical Development Program (RSDP) 20172023 for CAR; updates of the core regional
indicators (CoRe Is); Philippine Tourism Satellite
Accounts (PTSA); and the successful celebration
of the 29th National Statistics Month, with the
Banaue Rice Restoration Drive as the banner
activity of the RSC.
The latest statistical data and results of
censuses, surveys, and publications were
presented and discussed during the year: SDG
monitoring, CAR CoRe IS, 2017 CAR GRDP,
2018 Quarterly Report Economic Situationer,
PTSA, RSDP updates, Statistical Survey Review
and Clearance System, Inventory of Statistical
Standards in the Philippines, Compendium
of Philippine Environment Statistics, ENRA
Project updates on Asset Accounts for Mineral
Resources 2004-2016, and other agency
statistical outputs.
The RSC NSM Technical Working Group (TWG)
ensures the successful celebration of NSM
celebration every year. The planned activities
for the month-long celebration of the 29th NSM
in October 2018 were carried-out completely.
The celebration commenced through a Kapihan
sa Baguio, hosted by Director Helen Tibaldo of
the Philippine Information Agency (PIA)-CAR
and Mr. Johnny Dela Cruz of K-Lite FM, with
panelists from the different regional partner

agencies composed of the PSA, NEDA, BSP,
DOT, DENR, DPWH, Baguio City Committee
on Tourism, and Baguio City Tourism Office on
October 4, 2018 at the Newtown Plaza Hotel.
The event was graced by the Saeng Ya Kasay
Cultural Ensemble through a cultural dance
that promoted the unique Cordilleran culture.
A total of 209 activities were organized by
44 agencies, public and private institutions
regionwide.
Other major NSM activities led by the RSC
included were display of 29th NSM streamers,
infographics display/exhibits at Baguio City
Hall; RDC Hall; and Newtown Plaza Hotel,
and Banaue Rice Terraces Restoration Drive
held in Banaue, Ifugao in October 16, 2018.
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas sponsored the
closing ceremony, which was held at the PSACAR Regional Office on November 5, 2018.
The 29th National Statistics Month closing
program was highlighted by an audio visual
presentation on tourism and fellowship hour
with statistics trivia games.
Ten resolutions were passed and adopted by
the RSC during the year in the four quarterly
meetings held in February 26, June 1 and
August 17, and November 26.

QUALI TY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
The following sessions were also conducted:
• 12 March 2018: Review of ISO
9001:2015 QMS Concepts and
Principles, Clause 4 – Context of the
Organization

W

ith the aim of being an organization
that is ISO 9001:2015 certified, the
Philippine Statistics Authority - Regional
Statistical Services Officer (PSA-RSSO)
CAR conducted series of learning
sessions regarding various facets of
Quality Management System.

• 2 April 2018: Clause 5 – Leadership,
and Clause 6 – Planning
• 3 May 2018: Clause 7 – Support,
Clause 8 – Operation

Regional Director Villafe P. Alibuyog
conducted a 5S orientation to the regional
staff. She discussed the importance of
instilling the 5S principle in the everyday
work of the staff and how this will facilitate
efficient service provision in the office.

• 18 May 2018: Clause 9 – Performance
Evaluation, Clause 10 – Improvement
• 19-20 June 2018: Technical Guidelines
on QMS Implementation
• 7, 14, 21 July 2018: ISO-QMS lectures
for CRS Outlet Associates
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ANNEX
OFFICE OF THE REGIONAL DIRECTOR
3/F CTLL Bldg., 141 Abanao
Extension, Brgy., Rizal Monument,
Baguio City 2600

(074) 446-9412

psa_cordillera@yahoo.com.ph

(074) 442-7449

socd_psacar@yahoo.com

DIVISION OFFICES
STATISTICAL OPERATIONS
AND COORDINATION DIVISION
(SOCD)
3/F CTLL Bldg., 141 Abanao
Extension, Brgy., Rizal Monument,
Baguio City 2600
CIVIL REGISTRATION AND
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
DIVISION (CRASD)
2/F CTLL Bldg., 141 Abanao
Extension, Brgy., Rizal Monument,
Baguio City 2600

(074) 443-7763/
(074) 244-0845

crasd_psacar@yahoo.com

PROVINCIAL STATISTICAL OFFICES (PSO)
PSO ABRA
DZPA Bldg., Rizal Street Corner Zone
6, Bangued, Abra 2800

(074) 752-8031

psa_abra@yahoo.com

0927-397-0063

psaapayao@gmail.com

(074) 443-8011

psabenguet011@gmail.com

(074) 382-2024

psa_ifugao@yahoo.com.ph

0999-738-3928

psakalinga32@yahoo.com.ph

(074) 633-1578

psa_mtprov@yahoo.com.ph

PSO APAYAO
2/F Provincial Department of Health
Office, Ramirez Bldg., San Isidro Sur,
Luna, Apayao 3813
PSO BENGUET
3/F Unique Printing Press Bldg., 27
Legarda Rd., Corner M. H. del Pilar,
Legarda-Burnham, Baguio City 2600
PSO IFUGAO
Provincial Capitol, Lagawe, Ifugao
3600
PSO KALINGA
2/F & 3/F GLIMZ Bldg., Balinag Street,
Purok 4, Brgy. Bulanao, Tabuk City,
Kalinga 3800
PSO MOUNTAIN PROVINCE
Commercial Bldg., Poblacion, Bontoc,
Mountain Province, 2616
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AOM

Acronyms

AWRS

Agricultural Wage Rate Survey

AHFF

Agriculture, Hunting, Forestry, and Fishing

ASPBI

Annual Survey of Philippine Business and Industry

ANS

Assistant National Statistician

BLPS

Backyard Livestock and Poultry Survey

BAHAI

Baguio Association of Hotels and Inns

BCNHS

Baguio City National High School

BSP-LURO

Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas - La Union Regional Office

BREQS

Batch Request Query System

BRAVE

BREQS, Registration, Assessment, Validation, and Education

BIR

Bureau of Internal Revenue

CPBI

Census of Philippine Business and Industry

COD

Certificate of Death

COM

Certificate of Marriage

CENOMAR

Certificate of No Marriage

CRASM

Certificate of Registration of Authority to Solemnize Marriage

C/MCR

City/Municipal Civil Registrar

CRASD

Civil Registration and Administrative Support Division

CRVS

Civil Registration and Vital Statistics

CRS

Civil Registration System

CLPS

Commercial Livestock and Poultry

CHED

Commission on Higher Education

POPCOM

Commission on Population

CDSPDP

Compilation of Data from Slaughterhouses and Poultry Dressing Plants

CES

Consumer Expectations Survey

CAR

Cordillera Administrative Region

CoRe-IS

Core Regional Indicators System

CrPS

Crops Production Survey

CSS

Customer Satisfavtion Survey

DA

Department of Agriculture

DepEd

Department of Education

DENR

Department of Environment and Natural Resources

DOH

Department of Health

DPWH

Department of Public Works and Highways

DSWD

Department of Social Welfare and Development

DOT

Department of Tourism

Advisory on Marriages
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DNS

Deputy National Statistician

DRRM

Disaster Risk Reduction Management

DST

Documentary Stamp Tax

FIES

Family Income and Expenditure Survey

FPS

Farm Price Survey

FDES

Framework for the Development of Environment Statistics

GRDP

Gross Regional Domestic Product

HEI

Higher Education Institution

HRAB

Hotel and Restaurant Association of Baguio

ISSP

Information System Strategic Plan

JVOFI

Jaime V. Ongpin Foundation, Incorporated

LFS

Labor Force Survey

LTS

Labor Turnover Survey

LBO

Local Building Officials

LCRO

Local Civil Registry Office

LGU

Local Government Unit

MST

Measuring Sustainable Tourism

MGB

Mines and Geosciences Bureau

MPCSR

Monthly Palay and Corn Situation Report

NAP

National Archives of the Philippines

NDHS

National Demographic and Health Survey

NEDA

National Economic and Development Authority

NGP

National Greening Program

NMS

National Migration Survey

NSM

National Statistics Month

NTC

National Telecommunications Commission

NGO

Non-governmental Organization

OCD

Office of Civil Defense

OCRG

Office of the Civil Registrar General

ORD

Office of the Regional Director

OJT

On-the-Job Trainee

PCSS

Palay and Corn Stocks Survey

PEENRA

Philippine Economic-Environmental and Natural Resource Accounting

PhilGEPS

Philippine Government Electronic Procurement System

PhilSys

Philippine Identification System

PIA

Philippine Information Agency

PSDP

Philippine Statistical Development Program

PSA

Philippine Statistics Authority

PTSA

Philippine Tourism Satellite Accounts

PRO

PhilSys Registry Office

PPDO

Provincial Planning and Development Office

PSO

Provincial Statistical Office
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QMS

Quality Management System

RERBA

Real Estate, Renting, and Business Activities

RDC

Regional Development Council

RLA

Regional Line Agency

RPW

Regional Planning Workshop

RRYC

Regional Rehabilitation Center for Youth

RSET

Regional Social and Economic Trends

RSDP

Regional Statistical Development Program

RSSO

Regional Statistical Services Office

RSC

Regional Statistics Committee

SLU-PESO

Saint Louis University-Progressive Economists' Solidarity

SOIS

Solemnizing Officers Information System

SUC

State Universities and Colleges

SBR

Statistical Business Register

SOCD

Statistical Operations and Coordination Division

SICT

Survey on Information and Communication Technology

SDG

Sustainable Development Goals

TRAIN Law

Tax Reform for Acceleration and Inclusion Law

TWG

Technical Working Group

1SEC

Unified Socio-Economic Classification

UN

United Nations

USAID

United States Agency for International Development

ULE

Updating of the List of Establishments

WAM

Women and Men
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